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Abstract: New light particles produced in supernovae can lead to additional energy loss,
and a consequent deficit in neutrino production in conflict with the neutrinos observed from
Supernova 1987A (SN1987A). Contrary to the majority of previous SN1987A studies, we
examine the impact of Z ′ bosons, axions, and axion-like particles (ALPs) interacting with
the muons produced in SN1987A. For the first time, we find constraints on generic Z ′ bosons
coupled to muons, and apply our results to particle models including gauged Lµ−Lτ number,
U(1)Lµ−Lτ , and gauged B − L number, U(1)B−L. We constrain Z ′ bosons from arbitrarily
low masses up to about 250 − 500 MeV, and down to about 10−9 in Z ′-muon coupling,
largely independent of the Z ′ mass. We also extend previous work on axion-muon couplings
by examining the importance of loop-level interactions, as well as performing calculations
over a wider range of axion masses. We constrain muon-coupled axions from arbitrarily low
masses up to about 400− 750 MeV, with bounds extending down to axion-muon couplings of
approximately 10−8 GeV−1. We conclude that supernovae broadly provide a sensitive probe
of new lightly-coupled particles interacting with muons.
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1 Introduction
Deep in the Large Magellanic Cloud, on the outskirts of the Tarantula Nebula, a blue su-
pergiant named Sanduleak once shone with the brightness of over ten thousand Suns. That
was, until one day, no more nuclear energy could be released by fusion, hydrostatic burning
ended, and the star’s iron core began to collapse under its own gravity. Eventually, the core
became so massive that even electron degeneracy pressure could not stabilize it. As Sanduleak
contracted, photons began to dissociate the iron atoms of the inner core, which decreased the
energy of the star even more and caused it to further contract. Electrons were absorbed onto
protons and converted into neutrons and electron neutrinos. The escape of the neutrinos
further lowered the electron degeneracy pressure, until Sanduleak’s core became unstable and
collapsed.
When Sanduleak’s core reached nuclear densities ρ = 3 × 1014 g cm−3, its equation of
state stiffened [1] and the collapse was halted [2]. A shock wave formed between the outer and
inner core and moved outward from the core through the star; the implosion of the inner core
ignited an explosion and a core-collapse supernova was initiated1. A mere 0.3 seconds after the
collapse, the shock wave ejected the entire contents of Sanduleak’s outer layers, leaving only
a compact remnant (likely a neutron star [5]) behind. The electron neutrinos from the burst
were observed in 1987 by the Kamiokande II [6], IMB [7], and the Baksan [8] collaborations,
in an event known as Supernova 1987A (SN1987A).
The observation of SN1987A has provided a unique opportunity to gain insight into the
remarkable process that some massive stars undergo at the end of their life: the collapse of
their core and the subsequent formation of a neutron star (NS). The neutrinos observed from
SN1987A have yielded a wealth of knowledge in the fields of nuclear physics and particle
astrophysics. Remarkably, the observation of neutrinos from SN1987A has also allowed the
particle physics community to constrain the properties of new Beyond the Standard Model
(BSM) particles. If new weakly interacting, long-lived particles were produced within the
supernova, their escape would have carried energy away from the star. This new dissipation
channel would have contributed to the cooling of the proto-Neutron Star (PNS) remnant of
SN1987A [1]. As neutrino observations were consistent with simulations studies with neutri-
nos as the only cooling mechanism [2, 9], a novel cooling channel does not appear to have
dominated, implying constraints on the coupling between any new particle and the SM.
Most of the studies of SN1987A cooling have focused on new particles, such as dark
photons and axions, that interact with nucleons, electrons, neutrinos, and photons (which are
plentiful in supernovas) [1, 9–21]. In this study, we instead focus on the phenomenology of
new particles interacting with muons. While PNS are born with a negligible number of muons,
the dense (ρ ∼ 3 × 1014 g / cm3), hot (T ∼ 40 MeV) environment allows for the production
of a sizeable population of muons through weak interaction processes with electrons, thermal
photons, and neutrinos [22]. After the muon abundance equilibrates (which happens very
1The shock wave dissipates energy as it propagates through the star, and while the current mechanism by
which the shock wave propagation is “revived” is unknown, it is believed that neutrinos play a role [1, 3, 4].
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shortly after the beginning of the neutrino cooling phase), any new particle sourced by muons
can be produced in SN1987A and contribute to its cooling. We will focus on a generic Z ′-muon
coupling, and a generic coupling between muons and axions or axion-like particles (ALPs).
As specific examples of the Z ′-muon coupling, we will apply our results to some U(1) models,
including gauged Lµ − Lτ , U(1)Lµ−Lτ [23–25] (which is a particularly appealing leptophilic
model since it is anomaly free), as well as gauged B − L number, U(1)B−L [26–28]. While
limits on the muon-axion coupling were considered in a recent paper [29] (and estimated in
an earlier paper [30]), we find stronger constraints. We also extend Ref. [29] by studying
the impact of loop-induced processes, which generically can be expected to arise, and by
performing calculations to higher axion masses.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the processes which give rise
to muons in supernovae. In Section 3, we discuss the impact of new particles on the supernova
process, and outline a framework for our calculations. We then discuss the Z ′ interactions
and U(1) models that we consider in Section 4, detailing the relevant cross sections, processes,
rates, complementary constraints, as well as our new results. We discuss the axion model and
rates in Section 5, along with relevant constraints, and our new results. We conclude in
Section 6. Appendix A contains details of additional particle rates.
2 Muon Production in Supernovae
The evolution of the core-collapse of SN1987A is well studied: simulations, informed by obser-
vations, yield a good understanding of the properties of the PNS (see for instance Ref. [3, 4]
and Chapter 11 of Ref. [1] for useful reviews). Of key interest to us, the PNS may reach
core temperatures as high as 50 MeV, before it is cooled by neutrino diffusion in the first ten
seconds after the bounce. The PNS is born with a significant electron to baryon number ratio
(from the core of the progenitor star) but no initial muon or tau population.2
When hydrostatic burning within a massive star ends and the star’s iron core grows to a
mass close to the Chandrasekhar mass, electron degeneracy pressure can no longer stabilize
the core against gravitational collapse, and the core-collapse supernova is initiated. Electrons
and protons in the progenitor star combine in a process known as neutronization. The νe
quickly diffuse out of the star, decreasing the net lepton number of the star. So begins the
process of forming the neutron-rich core of the NS.
Due to weak magnetism corrections [33], the interaction cross section for matter and
neutrinos is slightly larger than for anti neutrinos, i.e.
σNC(ν +N → ν +N) & σNC(ν¯ +N → ν¯ +N) , (2.1)
where N = n, p. This implies that anti-muon-neutrinos diffuse out of the star faster than
muon-neutrinos, building up muon number. A net excess of electrons over positrons occurs
2We make the common assumption that neutrino oscillations may be neglected [22] so that Le, Lµ, and
Lτ are separately conserved. Incorporating oscillations is beyond the scope of this work, as it requires a
simulation to be run on an order second timescale, whereas existing simulations have timescales of order
nanoseconds [31, 32].
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due to the high initial electron fraction of electrons compensating the positive charge of the
protons. These electrons are highly degenerate and have a chemical potential µe > mµ and can
therefore be converted into muons via SM processes [22]. Furthermore, a large population of
thermal photons and neutrinos, pair produced in the core, can also lead to a sizable production
of muons.
Through the combination of these effects, a large population of supernova muons is ex-
pected to be produced within the PNS (in contrast, τ leptons are too massive to be produced
in substantial numbers at the temperatures reached in the core of the PNS). Importantly for
the present study, the muons produced in this way will be significantly less degenerate than
the electrons in the supernova [29], such that Pauli-blocking has a much smaller effect on
muonic interactions.
Like the electrons, once a significant thermal population exists, the muons will undergo
beta processes,
ν` + n ←→ p+ `− and ν¯l + p ←→ n+ `+ , (2.2)
where ` = e, µ. The produced neutrinos and anti-neutrinos diffuse out of the star, and from
Eq. (2.1), anti-neutrinos will diffuse out faster than neutrinos. The result is a net muon
number in the star— a process referred to as “muonization" — an excess of µ− over µ+. The
effect of muons on the evolution of SN1987A was studied in [22].
The muon density depends sensitively on the core temperature and the electron chemical
potential. Recent results from gravitational wave studies [34] and NICER [35, 36] imply a
relatively soft neutron star Equation of State (EoS), which in turn implies relatively high
core temperatures [29]. The production of muons effectively softens the EoS additionally, as
thermal energy is converted into rest energy of the muons [22]. We will show results for the
SFHo EoS [37] applied to progenitors of 18.8 M and 20.0 M; the temperature and muon
number density profiles are determined from simulations in Ref. [29]3. In this way we may
obtain a conservative and an optimistic constraint respectively.
The simulation snapshots in Ref. [29] consider the muon number density profile at a time
stamp of t = 1 second after the bounce. Generically, simulations show that the temperature
peaks at roughly 0.5−1 seconds post bounce, attaining a value of roughly 50 MeV at a distance
of roughly 10 kilometers away from the center of the core [1, 2]. After the first second, the
peak temperature stays nearly constant, although the location of the temperature peak moves
slowly inward as the PNS discharges neutrinos. Therefore, we expect that muon production
does not vary significantly, and we consider nµ at t = 1 second to be representative of the
entire 10 second cooling phase.
3The full profile data can be found at the Garching Core-Collapse Supernova Archive, https://wwwmpa.
mpa-garching.mpg.de/ccsnarchive/archive.html.
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3 Impact of New Particles on SN1987A
If new particles are able to transport energy out from behind the neutrinosphere Rν , the
radius outside of which most SM neutrinos freestream until arriving at Earth, less energy will
be available to produce energetic neutrinos. If sufficiently large, this energy loss would reduce
the duration of the neutrino burst below the expectation of 10 seconds [10], which in turn
enables constraints on the new particle interaction strength. We now discuss in a general
way how we compute constraints on the dark sector particles, following the prescription in
Refs. [1, 16, 17].
3.1 Production
We define Γprod as the rate of production of new long-lived particles (LLP) in the supernova.
In the free-streaming region (i.e., when there is no reaborption of the LLP and they all escape
the star), the luminosity of the LLP is given by integrating over the differential power
LfreeLLP =
∫
dV Q, (3.1)
where
Q ≡ dP
dV
=
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ω Γprod =
1
2pi2
∫
dω
√
ω2 −m2LLPω2 Γprod, (3.2)
V is the volume inside of the neutrinosphere, mLLP is the mass of the LLP, and ω is the energy
of the LLP.
3.2 Trapping
Once the LLP interaction strength becomes larger, we move towards the trapping regime.
This is when effects such as rescattering and reasborption become important and prevent the
novel particle from streaming freely out of the star. To understand these effects, we first
consider the absorptive optical depth τabs for the LLP, which is given by
τabs(ω, r) =
∫ Rfar
r
dr Γabs(ω, r), (3.3)
where Γabs is the absorptive width of the LLP, which is related to the production rate by
Γprod = e
−ω/TΓabs by the principle of detailed balance [38]. Rfar ∼ O(100) km is a radius
outside of which neutrinos are no longer produced efficiently (we use Rfar = 100 km). The
luminosity of the LLP is given by
LLLP =
∫ Rν
0
dV
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ω Γprod(ω, r) exp[−τabs(ω, r)] , (3.4)
where Rν ∼ O(25km) is the neutrinosphere (at timestamp 1 second post bounce). Following
Ref. [16], we define Rν to be the radius where the temperature of the star has fallen to 3 MeV,
which is approximately consistent with the condition for neutrino free streaming.
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We see that Eq. (3.4) reduces to Eq. (3.1) in the limit τabs → 0, but we emphasize that
Eq. (3.4) is applicable in generality, for all optical depths. In the large-τabs limit, we expect
that Eq. (3.4) should approximately asymptote to the blackbody luminosity for a radius at
which the density of source particles (in our case, muons) becomes suppressed.
3.3 Cooling
The production of new weakly coupled particles contributes to the cooling of the PNS, which
changes the neutrino emission from SN1987A. From observations, it is known that the cooling
time of SN1987A is at least ten seconds when driven by neutrino cooling [2, 9], and shorter
when a new energy sink is present [10]. This translates into an upper bound on the luminosity
of the new particles referred to as the “Raffelt criterion”: the luminosity carried away by the
new long lived particle from within the PNS to the outside of the neutrinosphere, LLLP, must
not exceed the luminosity that would be carried away by neutrinos, Lν [1]. For SN1987A, this
criterion is given by:
LLLP ≥ Lν = 3× 1052erg/s . (3.5)
This criterion will lead to limits on the size of the coupling between the dark particles and the
SM, such that the new particle does not transfer energy more efficiently than the neutrinos. We
emphasize that the neutrino luminosity on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.5) is a characteristic
value at a time 1 second post-bounce. The actual neutrino luminosity is subject to change as
a result of different simulation conditions; for example, the neutrino luminosity appears to be
slightly enhanced in simulations with muons [22], but the criterion is not significantly affected
[29].
Because the supernova muon number density is exponentially suppressed at a radius inside
of the neutrinosphere, the large-τabs limit of Eq. (3.4) can be a blackbody luminosity that is
brighter than the neutrino luminosity. Thus, particles sourced by muons and having no other
appreciable couplings to the SM may have no “ceiling” to the region in which they are excluded
[29]. This approach to the blackbody limit is not exact, however, because of the mismatch
between Rν and Rfar in our Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) and because of the energy-dependence of τabs.
We explore this phenomenon in greater depth in the following sections.
4 Z ′ Bosons
In this Section we will consider an LLP identified with a gauge boson, which we refer to in all
cases simply as a Z ′. We discuss several models, calculate relevant cross sections, and present
constraints on the strength of the interaction between the Z ′ and the SM.
Throughout this section, we will remain agnostic as to the mass generation mechanism for
the Z ′. Note that an additional Higgs boson, which may be required for gauge invariance for
some masses and couplings (see e.g. Refs [39–45]), can modify the phenomenology; additional
couplings to an additional Higgs could produce additional important rates, which may domi-
nate for particular combinations of parameters. In the present paper we only consider vector
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couplings of the Z ′, and therefore an additional Higgs mechanism is not strictly required, but
could be an interesting extension for future work.
4.1 Muon-Coupled Z ′ Models
Here we present the details of the Z ′ models probed by this work.
4.1.1 Generic Z ′ Coupled to Muon Number
We first consider minimally extending the SM by simply adding a generic Z ′ boson which
couples to muon number. This may arise from only gauging muon number (see e.g. [46–49]).
This model is anomalous, but the additional fields required for anomaly cancellation may
be quite heavy and decoupled from observable phenomenology. In this case, the tree-level
interaction terms of interest are
LZ′ ⊃ gµZ ′µ
(
`γµ`+ µRγ
µµR
)
, (4.1)
where gµ is the Z ′-muon/muon-neutrino coupling, ` = (νµL, µL) is the electroweak doublet
for the left-handed leptons, and the singlet for the right-handed muon is µR. In this case,
as we are considering the most minimal, phenomenologically simple scenario, we only take
into account the tree-level couplings shown. In the model-specific scenario below, we will also
consider loop-induced kinetic mixing.
4.1.2 Gauged Lµ − Lτ Model
We also consider extending the SM by the gauge group U(1)Lµ−Lτ . This model is particularly
appealing as it is anomaly free. The Lagrangian is given by
LZ′ = LSM − 1
4
Z ′µνZ
′µν − 
2
Z ′µνZ
µν +
1
2
m2Z′Z
′
µZ
′µ
+ gZ′Z
′
µ
(
`2γ
µ`2 − `3γµ`3 + µRγµµR − τRγµτR
)
, (4.2)
where gZ′ is the U(1)Lµ−Lτ gauge coupling, and the electroweak doublets for the left-handed
leptons are `1 = (µL, νµL) and `2 = (τL, ντL), and the singlets for the right-handed leptons are
µR, τR. At tree-level, the Z ′ in this model only couples to muons, taus, and their neutrinos.
However, an effective coupling for the Z ′ to all electromagnetically charged fermions can be
induced due to muon and tau loops. The kinetic mixing term above, − 2Z ′µνZµν , arises due
to integrating out the muons and taus in the low-energy limit. This leads to irreducible
contributions to  from the muon and tau loops. We can estimate the amount of mixing likely
to arise by [50]
 = −egZ′
2pi2
∫ 1
0
dxx(1− x) log
[
m2τ − x(1− x)q2
m2µ − x(1− x)q2
]
−−−−→
mµq
− egZ′
12pi2
log
m2τ
m2µ
' −gZ′
70
. (4.3)
This can be considered a "natural" amount of kinetic mixing. However, the interplay of
processes induced by kinetic mixing with those arising from the gauge coupling gZ′ will depend
on the full UV model. To demonstrate variance of results, we will consider three different
amounts of kinetic mixing, which are phenomenologically distinct: no mixing ( = 0), one
where the couplings are comparable ( = −gZ′), and the natural estimate ( = −gZ′/70).
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4.1.3 Gauged B − L Model
The last Z ′ model we consider is B−L, which arises from gauging the combination of baryon
number B minus lepton number L, as the gauge group U(1)B−L. This model is anomaly free
if right-handed neutrinos are included. The popularity of this model has been largely due
to providing a simple framework for the implementation of the seesaw mechanism, and its
consequent ability to explain the smallness of neutrino masses.
We define the Lagrangian for the B − L model as
LB−L = LSM − 1
4
Z ′µνZ
′µν − 
2
Z ′µνZ
µν +
1
2
m2Z′Z
′
µZ
′µ + νRγµνR (4.4)
+ g′BLZ
′
µ
(
1
3
qγµq +
1
3
uRγµuR +
1
3
dRγµdR + `iγ
µ`i − `jγµ`j + `iRγµ`iR − `jRγµ`jR
)
,
where νR are additional right handed neutrinos of each flavor (added for anomaly cancellation,
although not strictly required), ` are the left-handed lepton doublets, and q are the left-handed
quark doublets.
4.2 Cross Sections and Rates
We now consider the rates relevant for Z ′ production using supernova muons and neutrinos.
Figure 1 shows the processes in which the Z ′ can be produced from interactions with the
muons or neutrinos produced in the supernova. The two main rates of interest that dominate
the phenomenology arising from muon interactions are neutrino-pair coalescence (νν → Z ′),
and the semi-Compton scattering (γµ→ Z ′µ). For estimates of other rates, and why they are
subdominant, see Appendix A.
To determine the energy-dependent absorptive width for neutrino-pair coalescence, we
have
ΓZ′(ω) =
1
2ω
∫
d3pν1
2Eν1(2pi)3
d3pν2
2Eν2(2pi)3
(2pi)4|MZ′→νν |2fν(p1)fν(p2)δ4(pν1 + pν2 − pZ′), (4.5)
where Z ′ → νν is the decay rate of the Z ′ to neutrinos. By the principle of detailed bal-
ance [38], we can substitute the relation fν(p1)fν(p2) = fZ′(pZ′), and use the decay rate
ΓZ′→νν = αmZ′/3, to find the rate of inverse Z ′ decay – which is the neutrino-pair coales-
cence rate
ΓZ′(ω) =
αZ′m
2
Z′
3ω
× 1
eω/T − 1 . (4.6)
Here αZ′ = g2Z′/4pi is the new fine structure constant for the gauge group under consideration,
with gauge coupling gZ′ . We assume that mZ′  2mν , such that decay and coalescence are
on-shell with unsuppressed phase space. This is violated for masses mZ′ . 1 eV, but, as
discussed below, (inverse) decay is negligible in this part of parameter space.
To obtain the rate for semi-Compton scattering, we use the well-known SM Compton
cross section of σ(µ)T = 8piα
2
EM/3m
2
µ, replacing α2EM → αEMαZ′ as the outgoing SM photon is
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νν
Z ′
µ−
γ
Z ′
µ−
µ−
p
µ−
p
Z ′
p
n
p
n
Z ′
(a) Pair coalescence (b) Semi-Compton (c) Bremsstrahlung (d) Loop Brem
Figure 1: Supernova processes which may lead to anomalous energy loss for a Z ′ coupled to
muon number. The dashed line in diagram (d) represents exchange of nuclear forces. Note
that crossed versions of these diagrams contribute to the cross section calculations.
replaced with the new U(1) gauge boson of interest, Z ′.4 We multiply this by the Z ′ velocity,
by the muon number density, and by an additional degeneracy factor Fdeg to take into account
Pauli blocking of the muons. This gives a semi-Compton Z ′ production rate of
Γγµ→Z′µ =
8piαEMαZ′
3m2µ
nµFdeg
eω/T − 1
√
1− m
2
Z′
ω2
. (4.7)
We use the values of Fdeg for muons as simulated in Ref. [29] as a function of radius within
the supernova.
4.3 Existing Z ′ Constraints
In the parameter space of interest, we also consider constraints relevant for the Z ′-muon-
number coupling which arise from other experiments or observations. Some are applicable to
the tree-level Z ′-muon coupling, while others are only applicable when there is some kinetic
mixing present. Constraints which are relevant in some portion of parameter space include:
• Stellar cooling: The production of new light particles in stellar cores affects energy
transport within the star. Therefore, the non-observation of such anomalous energy
transport can be used to constrain light degrees of freedom. For kinetically mixed
bosons, particular care needs to be paid to plasma effects. The constraints shown below
are rescaled from Refs. [51, 52].
• Solar Neutrino Scattering: A gauge boson Z ′, kinetically mixed with the SM photon,
may alter the solar neutrino scattering rate, due to its interaction with the muon and
taus (as well as muon and tau neutrinos). The Borexino experiment is sensitive to this
scenario. Here, we adapt the limits calculated in Refs. [53–55].
4While technically the matrix element is different for the semi-Compton process with a massive Z′, this
rate only dominates the SN1987A constraint at small mZ′ and therefore the Compton cross section is a good
approximation.
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• Muon Magnetic Moment: While a new gauge boson can explain the anomalous
contribution to (g − 2)µ [56], a gauge coupling that is too large is excluded by this
measurement. The resulting constraints were calculated in Refs. [50, 57].
• Effective number of neutrino species: Additional light degrees of freedom may
appreciably change the number of relativistic degrees of freedom Neff at recombination.
The contribution to Neff from Z ′ gauge bosons depends on the mass and coupling of the
Z ′. For sufficiently large coupling, gZ′ & 4 × 10−9, the gauge boson would have been
thermalized with the SM at early times [50]. Its decay, in particular if it occurred after
neutrino-photon decoupling, implies an effective number of neutrino species potentially
in tension with existing constraints. Additionally, in the presence of kinetic mixing,
additional interactions may also delay neutrino-photon decoupling itself.
Experimentally, Neff is constrained by several effects. Firstly, additional relativistic
species modify the expansion rate until just before recombination. This leads to the
constraint, with error bars spanning the 95% confidence interval,
Neff = 2.97
+0.58
−0.54 , (4.8)
from CMB polarization and baryon acoustic oscillations (TT, TE, EE + lowE + lensing
+ BAO) as measured by the Planck satellite [58]. However, this constraint on Neff
assumes the H0 value as measured by Planck, which is in tension with low-redshift
measurements. As an additional number of relativistic species modifies the expansion
history, the resulting ∆Neff may relieve some of that tension [59, 60]. Taking this into
account, the central value shifts [58]
Neff = 3.27± 0.30 . (4.9)
A complementary constraint comes from light element abundances produced during Big
Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) [61], which would be affected by the annihilation of new
light degrees of freedom heating up the photon bath. The 95% confidence interval from
light element abundances is given by [58],
Neff = 2.95
+0.56
−0.52. (4.10)
In light of these constraints, we show a dashed line for ∆Neff = 0.5 in our plots.
• Neutrino Tridents: A muon neutrino scattering off of the Coulomb field of a nucleus
may lead to the production of a µ+µ−-pair; this rare process is referred to as a neutrino
trident. New muonphillic gauge bosons alter neutrino tridents through the exchange
of a photon and a Z ′ boson. The resulting constraints for Lµ − Lτ gauge bosons were
calculated in Refs. [62, 63]. This is probed by the Columbia-Chicago-Fermilab-Rochester
(CCFR) Experiment. We label these constraints "CCFR" in the plots.
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Figure 2: Luminosity due to Z ′ production in the PNS as a function of the coupling g′Z ,
and the SFHo18.8 profile. The "SN1987A" line gives the value Lν defined in Eq. 3.5. The
different color lines show different masses mZ′ as labeled. The dashed line shows the impact
of changing Rfar → Rν in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) for mZ′ = 0.1 eV.
• Beam Dump Experiments: For the B − L model, there are a number of relevant
beam dump constraints in our region of interest, extending down to Z ′ masses of about
an MeV. These include electron beam dumps SLAC E137 and SLAC E141 [64–67],
Fermilab E774 [68], and Orsay [69]. Relevant proton beam dumps include LSND [70]
and U70/NuCal [71, 72] (see also e.g. Refs. [73–75] for relevant summaries of these
searches for our models).
4.4 Z ′ Boson Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the luminosity LZ′ as a function of the coupling gZ′ , using the rates described
in the previous subsection and using Eq. (3.4) for all values5 of gZ′ . We show the luminosity
for the Z ′ model without kinetic mixing (the result is qualitatively similar for the other model
variations). On the left-hand side of the plot, it is seen that for mZ′ . 10 MeV, where the
production in the core is dominated by semi-Compton scattering (Eq. (4.7)), LZ′ is mZ′-
independent. For this mass range, LZ′ exceeds Lν (defined in Eq. (3.5)) when gZ′ ∼ 2× 10−9.
5When LZ′  Lν , backreaction effects on the PNS evolution that we have neglected in this work will become
important [10, 17], and LZ′ needs to be calculated anew; but our results will be accurate near LZ′ ' Lν , which
is the region of parameter space of interest for us.
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Figure 3: Parameter space for Lµ−Lτ gauge bosons, where there is no kinetic mixing present.
This plot is also applicable to the muon-only coupled Z ′, though in that case the bounds are
weaker by a factor of
√
2 above masses of about 10 MeV. New SN1987A limit is shown as
magenta shaded region. Inner region is conservative calculation, outer is less conservative (see
text).
For mZ′ & 10 MeV, where neutrino-pair coalescence Eq. (4.6) dominates the production, the
value of gZ′ for which LZ′ = Lν is reached for smaller values of the coupling.
Many interesting features are evident in Fig. 2: we see the effect of Boltzmann suppression
in the reduction of the height of the peak of LZ′ as mZ′ & MeV; we see the transition between
the mass-dependent and mass-independent regimes of LZ′ ; and we see an interplay between
muon-rescattering (the “slanted plateau” shape for lowmZ′) and decay contributions to optical
depth (the exponential decay at sufficiently large mZ′ and gZ′). We also demonstrate the
effect of reducing the value of Rfar in Eq. (3.3) as the dashed line: when Rfar approaches Rν ,
more energy appears to leak out from behind the neutrinosphere. However, this energy will
be deposited behind the neutrino gain radius, leading to uncertain impacts on the neutrino
luminosity, shockwave formation and revival, and PNS evolution. To be conservative, we do
not consider such energy transport to contribute to anomalous cooling, and we always use
Rfar = 100 km in our results.
Figure 3 presents our calculated constraint on Lµ−Lτ Z ′ bosons (when no kinetic mixing
is present) arising due to Z ′ production in SN1987A through interactions with muons. The
generic scenario and the Lµ − Lτ models yield extremely similar but not identical results—
while the τ leptons are too heavy to be thermally produced in SN1987A, there will be ντ
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neutrinos present; these do not contribute to the re-scattering of the Z ′ (due to GF suppres-
sion). However, the neutrinos can coalesce to produce the Z ′ or be produced in its decay
which simply contributes an additional factor of 2 in the optical depth τabs and the differen-
tial power Q with respect to the generic scenario. This approximately leads to a
√
2 rescaling
of the Lµ − Lτ results in the coupling-mass plane, in the right hand dip. In the figure, the
darker/lighter magenta shaded regions are calculated using the SFHo-18.8 and SFHo-20.0
simulations [29], respectively, corresponding to more and less conservative bounds. The range
between the two regions can be considered a systematic uncertainty on the muon number and
temperature profiles.
We include additional relevant constraints in this region of parameter space: "CCFR"
which arises from neutrino tridents (dark green), as well as the best-fit region to explain the
(g − 2)µ anomaly (bright green). Note that regions above the (g − 2)µ best-fit are excluded
for the muon models, as Z ′ bosons with such large couplings would be in conflict with the
(g− 2)µ measurement. In this scenario, with no kinetic mixing, our new supernova constraint
is the strongest existing bound. The main other competing constraint, which is shown as
the dashed line in the figure, is Neff , the effective number of light degrees of freedom in the
early Universe [50]. In the standard scenario, we could expect a constraint on the coupling
of about 10−8.5 for masses below about 10 MeV, as such masses and couplings could lead to
a change in Neff of about 0.5. Previously, the SN1987A bound from earlier work, which had
not incorporated charged muons [50], was strongest for Z ′ masses greater than about 10 MeV.
Other than these bounds, any remaining competing constraints are substantially weaker.
The shape of our Z ′ supernova bounds in Fig. 3 can be understood due to the interplay
of the semi-Compton and pair coalescence processes depicted in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. For Z ′
masses larger than about 10 MeV, the pair coalescence rate dominates, and corresponds to
the drop in the limit curve at these masses. This can be compared to the previously estimated
SN1987A bound on Lµ−Lτ gauge bosons [50], which is shown as the dotted line and labelled
"Previous SN1987A" in Fig. 3. This previous estimate used only the pair coalescence rate,
which is relevant only for the neutrinos in the supernova, and not the muons. As such, the
limit found in Ref. [50] roughly traces the limit we would obtain if also only considering muon
neutrinos, with the difference arising from different temperature profiles. As we have also
included the effects from muons in the supernova, the additional semi-Compton process is
relevant, and is what leads to the flat lower end of the bound for Z ′ masses below about 10
MeV. While we have shown this constraint to extend down to 10−8 MeV in the plot, this limit
should in fact continue down to arbitrarily low mass. The values of this limit would continue
as flat with couplings of ∼ 1.5 × 10−9 for the conservative profiles, and ∼ 4 × 10−10 for the
less conservative case. The upper ends of the bounds are controlled by the rate of trapping of
the Z ′ within the supernova. Once considering masses below about 10−4 MeV, the upper end
of the bounds also become flat, reaching a consistent upper limit of about 10−3. At higher
couplings, we expect there to be anomalous energy transport in the supernova and PNS, but
we do not expect excessive energy loss, as shown in Figure 2. Even with this caveat, our
bounds exclude the explanation of the (g − 2)µ anomaly for this model for Z ′ masses below
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Figure 4: Parameter space for Lµ−Lτ gauge bosons, where there is additional kinetic mixing
present. Top panel has set  = −gZ′ , bottom panel has set  = −gZ′/70, which is considered
a "natural" amount of mixing for the Lµ − Lτ scenario. New SN1987A limit is shown as
magenta shaded region. Darker region is the conservative calculation, lighter outer region is
less conservative (see text).
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about 10−5 MeV.
Figure 4 shows our calculated bound for the U(1)Lµ−Lτ model using the muons in the
supernova, when kinetic mixing is included. Additional complementary constraints are rele-
vant in the presence of kinetic mixing. We show the bounds from stellar cooling, which are
obtained from rescaling the results in Ref. [51]. We also show the limits from Borexino, which
are also rescaled simply with the coupling relation. When the amount of kinetic mixing is
varied relative to the U(1)Lµ−Lτ gauge couping, both the stellar cooling results and Borexino
limits also vary accordingly. The results shown feature two different non-zero two choices of
epsilon,  = −gL in the top panel, and  = −gL/70 in the bottom panel. These choices are
made to demonstrate how the phenomenology may change in the presence of different amounts
of kinetic mixing, as the exact amount expected is highly UV-model dependent. In the case
where  = −gL, the main differences are that the complementary bounds become stronger,
and most importantly, the supernova bound features an additional peak around a Z ′ mass of
about 20 MeV. This is because an additional process becomes relevant for significant kinetic
mixing: the bremsstrahlung process from protons, np → npZ ′, (a process which does not
require supernova muons). The peak shown comes from a resonance of the mixed Z ′, and the
whole rate can be compared by simply rescaling the dark photon bremsstrahlung process in
Ref. [16]. If the kinetic mixing parameter were larger, the peak at 20 MeV would move down
proportionally. On the other hand, if the kinetic mixing parameter is sufficiently small, like
in the bottom panel where  = −gL/70, the supernova bounds for the U(1)Lµ−Lτ would not
change, and only the complementary constraints would change.
For other leptophilic models, such as U(1)L or a U(1)Le−Lµ model, the bottom of the
supernova bounds shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 would be equivalent. This is a consequence of
the fact that tau leptons are too massive to be produced in the supernova, so their coupling
only affects the constraints by enhancing the neutrino-pair coalescence rate by a factor of two.
Moreover, while the electron number density is higher than the muon number density, the
electrons are much more degenerate in the core. Therefore the semi-Compton rate involving
electrons is highly suppressed by Pauli blocking, which implies that the production rate (which
affects the floor of the bounds) would not be affected by the presence of electrons. On the
other hand, while electrons are degenerate in the core, further out in radii (i.e. by ∼ 20km),
we do not expect this suppression to be large. This means that rescattering on electrons
(e.g. inverse semi-Compton absorption) could be important at the ceiling of the SN1987A
constraints. As the impact of electron density profiles is outside the focus of this work, we do
not plot this scenario.
In Figure 5 we present the new supernova limits for U(1)B−L gauge bosons. Importantly,
compared to our other results, our new B−L bound does not largely stem from the presence
of the charged muons, but rather from the neutrinos. The flat region in this case comes from
rescaling the U(1)B model limits in Ref. [15], and the peak at around 20 MeV is again from
a mediator resonance with the bremsstrahlung process from protons, np → npZ ′, which was
rescaled from Ref. [16]. On the higher mass end (mZ′ & 20 MeV), the dominant process is
neutrino-pair coalescence (as before, we show a conservative and less conservative constraint,
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Figure 5: Parameter space for the B − L gauge boson. New SN1987A limit is shown as
magenta shaded region. Inner region is conservative calculation, outer is less conservative (see
text). Dashed line is previous SN1987A estimate in this region [76].
depending on the profile used). The inclusion of neutrino-pair coalescence explains the main
difference with the previous version of this bound, reported based on the rescaled dark photon
bounds from Ref. [16], from Ref. [76], which we also show. As the dark photon does not couple
to neutrinos (whereas the B − L model does), the high mass region of the B − L constraint
was not captured in Ref. [76]. Note that for masses mZ′ . 20 MeV the hadronic interac-
tions dominate over the conservative muon profiles, although the less conservative profiles
outperform the hadronic rates when semi-Compton dominates the muonic rates, as seen by
the lighter shaded region at lower Z ′ masses. (The darker shaded region for mZ′ . 40 MeV is
arising from a proton-related rate.) A second difference with Ref. [76] is given by the extent
of the resonance at mZ′ ∼ 20 MeV; we obtain this peak from the same reference (Ref. [16])
as Ref. [76]. This small variation is explained by our use of the conservative bound from
Ref. [16], while Ref. [76] reports the fiducial bound. At lower masses, our results overlap with
the constraints presented by Ref. [76]. We show complementary constraints from stellar cool-
ing and BBN [76]. The beam dump experiments are shown as one uniform exclusion, though
the region plotted contains all the experiments described in the previous section (and is the
sum of the regions shown in Ref. [74]).
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Figure 6: Dominant supernova processes which lead to anomalous energy loss for an axion
a coupled to muons. Crossed versions of these diagrams also contribute to the cross sections.
5 Axions and Axion-Like Particles
We now consider an alternative class of LLPs: CP-odd scalars known as axions or axion-like
particles (henceforth we refer to both axions and ALPs as "axions"). Such particles are well-
motivated and appear in many BSM theories. However, constraints arising from the muon
coupling of the axion are not well-studied. A recent paper, Ref. [29], considered the SN1987A
limits arising due to the axion-muon coupling in the limit that ma  MeV, focusing on
tree-level axion-muon couplings. We will extend these results, by investigating the impact of
loop-level axion-muon interactions on the parameter space shown in Ref. [29], which extends
up to 1 MeV. We will then extend this calculation to higher masses, again including muon-loop
interactions.
5.1 Muon-Coupled Axion Model
We consider the scenario where axions have muon-dominated interactions, coupled via
L ⊃ gaµ(∂σa)ψ¯µγσγ5ψµ = −igaµ(2mµ)ψ¯µγ5ψµa, (5.1)
where mµ is the muon mass, a is the axion field, ψµ is the muon spinor, and gaµ is the
(dimensionful) axion-muon coupling. This is the same model as considered in Ref. [29].
5.2 Cross Sections and Rates
Figure 6 shows the dominant muon processes for the axion in the supernova, semi-Compton
scattering (γ+µ→ a+µ), and muon-proton bremsstrahlung (µ+p→ µ+p+a). As discussed
above, we will also include the rate for the axions to be produced/reabsorbed via a muon loop.
The semi-Compton production rate is given by [77]
ΓsC =
α(2gaµmµ)
2ω2
3m4µ
nµFdeg
eω/T − 1
√
1− m
2
a
ω2
, (5.2)
where ω is the energy of the emitted axion, and Fdeg is a degeneracy factor arising from
the pauli-blocking of muons, which was discussed above. Fdeg was simulated in Ref. [29] as
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a function of radius within the supernova. For bremsstrahlung of an axion in muon-proton
collisions, the production rate is [77]
Γbrem = α2(2gaµmµ)
2 8pi
3
√
2pi
npnµ√
Tm
7/2
µ ω
e−ω/TF (w, y)
√
1− m
2
a
ω2
, (5.3)
where
F (w, y) =
∫ ∞
0
dxx e−x
2
∫ √x2+w+x
√
x2+w−x
t3
(t2 + y2)2
dt . (5.4)
Here w ≡ ω/T and y ≡ kS/
√
2mµT where kS is the Debye screening scale, which is applicable
for our non-degenerate muon scenario.
As discussed above, we also consider an additional loop process, a→ γγ as shown in Fig. 6,
which was not considered in Ref. [29]. This process will contribute to both the production
and decay rates. We calculate that the (boosted) production rate is6
Γγγ =
4piα2EMm
4
a
ωΛ2 [exp(ω/T )− 1]
∣∣∣Ceffγγ ∣∣∣2 , Ceffγγ = cγγ + Λgaµ8pi2 B1 (4m2µ/m2a) , (5.5)
where cγγ is a possible UV contribution to the aγγ vertex; we will take this to be zero. The
function B1(τ) is
B1(τ) = 1− τ ×
arcsin τ−1/2 if τ ≥ 1pi
2 +
i
2 ln
1+
√
1−τ
1−√1−τ if τ < 1
2 , (5.6)
which determines how much the heavy lepton contributes to the loop. In the limit mµ  ma,
we find that B1 → −m2a/12m2µ as stated in Ref. [78]. Note that the aγγ vertex vanishes
as ma → 0, which differs from the non-decoupling case of CP-odd Higgs, e.g. Fig. 2.12 of
Ref. [79], as discussed in Ref. [78].
We may check the importance of the a → γγ loop processes by first considering the
ma  mµ limit and letting cγγ → 0. In this limit, Eq. (5.5) becomes
Γγγ |mamµ '
4piα2EMm
4
a
ωΛ2 [1− exp(−ω/T )]
(
m2a
12mµ
gaµ
8pi2
)2
=
g2aµα
2
EM
2304pi3
m8a
ωm4µ
. (5.7)
To determine the impact on the PNS evolution, we estimate the optical depth τabs,a→γγ by
integrating the Eq. (5.7) over the scale size of the PNS. Since the decay rate has no dependence
on radius, this is straightforward:∫
dr Γγγ
∣∣∣∣
mamµ
' g
2
aµα
2
EM
2304pi3
m8a
ωm4µ
Rc ' 1
(
gaµ
10−4 GeV−1
)2 ( ma
100 MeV
)8 30 MeV
ω
. (5.8)
6The Bose-enhancement of the production compared to the decay rate calculated in [78] arises because the
photons are in thermal equilibrium in the PNS.
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Therefore, for masses below ma . 100 MeV×(gaµ/10−4 GeV−1)−1/4, the diphoton decay is
not important. Above ma = mµ, our approximation in Eq. (5.7) is no longer valid, and the
function B1 (and, in turn, the decay rate) depends much less steeply on ma. In that limit, we
instead have∫
dr Γγγ
∣∣∣∣
ma&mµ
' 5|B1|2 × 105
(
gaµ
10−4 GeV−1
)2 ( ma
100 MeV
)4 100 MeV
ω
, (5.9)
where in this mass range, |B1| ∼ O(0.1 − 1). Thus, the decay a → γγ can be important in
the massive-axion limit.
5.3 Existing Axion Constraints
Unlike the Z ′ model, the axion-muon coupling is not currently well probed. Besides the
SN1987A constraints, the main other relevant constraints come from the anomalous magnetic
moment of the muon (g − 2) and from the additional relativistic species Neff , both described
in more detail the Section 4.3. Since pseudo-Goldstone bosons contribute negatively to the
muon magnetic moment [80], we show constraints for the 5σ deviation from the experimentally
measured result [81]. In this case, the Neff constraint depends also on the coupling between
axions and SM gluons and photons [82]. As this coupling depends on a UV-scale, and a single
thermalized degree of freedom would at most be in very modest tension with the constraints
in Section 4.3, we choose not to show it here. In the future, this coupling may be further
probed by time-resolved reanalysis of ongoing and upcoming precession experiments [83].
5.4 Axion and ALP Results and Discussion
Figure 7 shows the luminosity as a function of the dimensionful axion-muon coupling gaµ,
using the rates in the previous subsection. At small ma  mµ, the semi-Compton and
bremmstrahlung processes imply a luminosity independent of the mass, exceeding the Raffelt
criterion for gaµ & 10−11MeV−1. At ma & mµ, the diphoton decay dominates the produc-
tion, and leads to luminosities in excess of Eq. (3.5) for larger couplings. The figure also
demonstrates the sharp fall-off in luminosity due to trapping at large axion masses, and the
asymptote to black body radiation for small axion masses. As in Fig. 2, the dashed line shows
the effect of taking Rfar → Rν for a low-mass axion. The difference between the dashed and
solid blue lines represents energy transport from behind the neutrinosphere into the region of
shocked matter, and will lead to uncertain impacts on the supernova and PNS evolution. We
use Rfar, represented as the solid lines, in all constraints.
Figure 8 shows our calculated bound for axions coupling to muons. For axion masses less
than about 5 MeV, we find constraints on the axion-muon coupling of ∼ 10−1.5−10−9 GeV−1.
In this regime, the semi-Compton rate and muon-bremsstrahlung rates dominate the limit.
The bound here is flat as these rates are independent of the axion mass. We have confirmed
that the bound on the upper limit, where trapping occurs, is not impacted by the diphoton
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Figure 7: Luminosity due to a production in the PNS using the SFHo18.8 simulation as a
function of the coupling gaµ for three choices of ma, found using Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) with
the rates described in Section 5.2. The flat line gives the value Lν defined in Eq. (3.5). The
dashed line shows the effect of taking Rfar → Rν in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4).
decay. While this loop-induced decay rate is non-zero for even small axion masses7, the optical
depth over the scale of the proto-neutron star is negligible, as demonstrated in Eq. (5.8). At
higher masses, above about 5 MeV, the upper coupling constraints begin to drop, and the
lower coupling limits increase, as the loop-induced decay becomes important in this regime.
Compared to the constraint originally obtained in Ref. [29], we find an axion-muon cou-
pling bound that is stronger by about two orders of magnitude in the comparable mass regime.
This can be traced to an incorrect factor of 2ω in Eq. 6 of Ref. [29]; we find that by incorporat-
ing this factor, we reproduce their results for both their luminosity as a function of coupling
and their final results in the low-τabs limit8. Separately, we have also considered the impact
of axion-muon loop interactions which were not considered in Ref. [29], and we have shown
that neglecting the loop-induced diphoton decay is valid in the ma  MeV limit considered
in that paper. We extend the constraint by computing the supernova results for the axion
limits up to masses of O(100) MeV where loop-processes are indeed important. Using the
SFHo-20.0 simulation, we find that we can extend the bounds nearly to 800 MeV, which is
7Note that there will inevitably be plasma screening that blocks decays for sufficiently small ma, which is
neglected in the discussion above. However, this will not affect the optical depth unless decays are blocked all
the way to Rfar, at which point ωp . 1MeV, which is exactly the range where the photon loop decouples, as
discussed in Eq. (5.9).
8After private communication, the authors of Ref. [29] have corrected their work.
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Figure 8: Axion-muon coupling parameter space. Our new SN1987A limit is shown as the
magenta shaded region. Inner region is conservative calculation, outer is less conservative (see
text).
perhaps a surprisingly large mass given intuition from earlier studies. However, this is due
to a combination of real physical effects: the core temperature is nearly twice as large as the
canonical value of 30 MeV [1], and the trapping is less efficient. This means that a larger
Boltzmann suppression than usual is necessary to suppress La far enough to be below Lν .
6 Summary and Conclusions
The transformation of the blue supergiant Sanduleak into Supernova 1987A has gifted us
with extensive insight into weakly-coupled particles. Such particles would have streamed out
of the star, carrying away energy and cooling the star, leading to a potential tension with
the observed neutrino fluxes from 1987A. Previously, limits on particles produced in this way
mostly focused on interactions with particles that had a large pre-collapse abundance, such
as the nucleons and electrons. We have instead focused on the impact of muonic production
of new particles, exploiting recent simulations of the muon density and temperature profiles
within the supernova.
For the first time, we considered supernova muons as a probe of muon-coupled Z ′ bosons,
setting strong limits on Z ′ models including generic Z ′-muon couplings, U(1)Lµ−Lτ , and
U(1)B−L. We used neutrino-pair coalescence and semi-Compton processes to produce the Z ′
bosons, which can lead to energy loss in the supernova, and conflict with the number of neutri-
nos observed from SN1987A. We exclude the existence of these gauge bosons with arbitrarily
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low masses up to masses of about 250− 500 MeV, and couplings down to gZ′ ∼ 10−9 − 10−10
for some masses. Unlike particles produced via kinetic mixing, the muonic production pro-
cesses imply a flat constraint even at low masses, as they are not sensitive to plasma screening.
In the case that there is no kinetic mixing for the Z ′, these constraints are only rivaled by
constraints on Neff in most of the parameter space, which rely on complementary physics. In
the case that kinetic mixing is present, we examined the interplay of both proton/neutron and
muon processes to produce the Z ′, finding that the muon-related bounds still dominate for
most of the parameter space. Our new bounds exclude the Lµ − Lτ model as an explanation
of (g − 2)µ for Z ′ masses below about 10−5 MeV. Our new constraints on U(1)B−L gauge
bosons differ from previous estimates, with the difference largely arising from incorporating
the neutrino-pair coalescence process at higher Z ′ masses, though the semi-Compton process
also improves the U(1)B−L bounds at lower Z ′ masses when considering the less conservative
supernova profiles.
We also substantially extend the previous limits on axion-muon couplings. In particular,
for the first time, we performed the calculation outside the ma  MeV axion-mass limit, and
also examined the impact of including axion-muon loop processes in the supernova calculation
across all masses. We find that the loop processes determine the small coupling constraint at
larger axion masses by an explicit calculation of the resulting optical depth. When examining
the boosted decay rate of the diphoton process over the scale of the proto-neutron star, we
find that the diphoton process is negligible for axion masses less than or equal to about 5 MeV.
Above 5 MeV, we find that this diphoton process is important, and consequently used it when
extending the axion bounds up to ma & 400 MeV. We find that we constrain the existence of
a muon-coupled axion with masses ranging from arbitrarily low masses up to about 5 MeV,
down to couplings of about 10−8 GeV−1. For axions with masses from 5 MeV up to about
400 − 750 MeV, limits gradually become weaker, with the axion becoming trapped and the
bounds not extending up to larger couplings.
Across this work, we have pointed out and explicitly demonstrated the broad applicability
of supernova muons to provide a sensitive probe of models of new physics.
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A Additional Cross Sections and Rates
The main rates relevant for the Z ′ bounds calculated in this paper are pair coalescence and
semi-Compton scattering. The rates of other interactions that can arise for the Z ′ models are
listed and estimated below, to demonstrate they are expected to be subdominant.
A.1 Rate for Pair Annihilation, ν + ν → Z ′ + Z ′
The pair annihilation cross section contains two powers of the Z ′ coupling to leptons, αµ−τ .
Compared to other rates, this will clearly be subdominant, as the couplings we consider are
small, and the other rates contain no more than one power of αµ−τ .
A.2 Loop-Induced Rate for Nucleon-Nucleon Bremsstrahlung, n+ p→ n+ p+Z ′
Here we show that muonic processes will dominate over bremsstrahlung from hadrons for most
of the parameter space probed by SN1987A. The dark photon bremsstrahlung rate from the
process n+ p→ n+ p+ Z ′ is given in [16].
The hadronic bremsstrahlung rate is proportional to a kinetic mixing parameter , which
has a low-energy contribution from a muon loop, shown in Fig. 1 (d), and is therefore generally
expected to be present in our models. However, we point out that any kinetic-mixing-induced
emission will be plasma screened, which adds a ∼ (mZ′/ωp)n suppression for masses mZ′ .
ωp where ωp is the SM photon plasma mass (given by ω2p = 4piαEMne/Ee), n = 2(4) for
longitudinal (transverse) modes respectively, and Ee is a typical electron energy [16]. In
contrast, the tree-level coupling of the Z ′ to the supernova muons leads to emission that
is is not plasma suppressed. This can be seen from the fact that the Z ′ plasma mass (ω2p =
4piαµnµ/Eµ) is small compared tomZ′ for the range of αµ, nµ, and Eµ studied here. Therefore
muonic processes dominate most of the parameter space, with the exception of regions in which
2 is large compared to αµ and mZ′ is not small compared to ωp.
A.3 Rate for Bremsstrahlung from Muons, µ+ p→ µ+ p+ Z ′
We estimate that µ + p → µ + p + Z ′ is suppressed relative to the semi-Compton rate in
Eq. (4.5) by an additional factor of αEM, as well as by additional small factors from the
three-body final-state phase space. Thus, it should be negligible for all masses and choices of
coupling.
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